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ALL THEgLOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

KENNEBUNK INDUSTRY CLUB
WILL EARNESTLY LABOR TO
GAIN COMMERCIAL PRESTIGE

COMMUNICATION

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

NOT MR. LUCAS’ ASHES.

BASE BALL

Kennebunk Undertaker Insists He Not to be disheartened by their
Is a Long Ways from Dead
recent brace of defeats the fast K.
We wonder how many realize
A. A. ' team wept at the crack
the value of shade trees along o,ur Friday night’s Journal contain Sears-Convincers of Springvale
DEPARTMENT STORE
highways: It has caused many a ed an account of thé ashes of Chas. on the playground and at no time
nature lover pain to see the merci H. Lucas being brought from Cali in the game from Cole’s walk to
less slaying of such along the coun fornia tt> Kennebunk for burial. 1st as the first man up until La
try Triads, and although a few pro Now that is all wrong as Mr. Lucas Montagne made his sensational
tect'against such ¿thoughtless ac who is an undertaker living at Ken catch in deep left was the result in
nebunk is net dead but very much doubt. The visitors were clearly
Wage Earners Inaugurate Movement Aiming to Secure for tion, the slaying still goes on.
245-247-251 Main St
Nature has richly endowed her alive. Naturally Mr. Lucas ob outclassed in every department
the Town a More Prominent Part in the Business
self with these beautifying objects jects to being dispatched out west and lacked the consistent team
World and to Exploit to the Utmost Our
and how restful in a sultry day to after, his own ashes and the Jour- work of the locals.
pguse beneath the spreading nal corrects the mistake gladly. Laconte was hit freely when
Many Natural Advantages
boughs of the maple, oak or pine Thè error came about through tak 4iits meant runs^and was accorded
afld shield ourselves for a few mo ing the item over the phone, Mr. support of a very ragged order.
COOPERATION EXPECTED TO OBTAIN RESULTS
ments from the piercing rays of Lucas t>eing mentioned in connec Perro, of the visitors, starred in
the summer sun.
tion with the case only as the party the error department,
being
; Believing that the town bf Ken daily by a host of happy, well paid ¡We have had occasion of late to who Will have charge of the ashes credited with no less than four
nebunk has not reached nearly its !working mèn is a possibility for; ni>te the work of some of our Town to come from across the country. , foozles.
maximum along liries .of coriimer- the future and even a probability officials as worked out along some Thè name of the party whose A snappy dbuble plày in the sec
cjal advancement, a group of citi if the new club is supported as of our rural sections. The road ashes are to be interred ip Mount ond when LaConte and. Flynn were
as jts principle merits. sides have been bared from wall to Hope cemetery, Kennebunk, and retired, Maxwell tb Cole to Titzens met Tuesday evèning and or- generally
;
Fred S. Titcomb arid G. Philip lyall and in some instances beauti who died in California last Jan- 'comb, and Lamontgne’s catch in
ganized what is to be known » as
$1.25 2ft. 6 in. by 6ft. 6 in. screen The Kennebunk Industry Club. Parlin were without dissent elect ful trees growing on the boundary uary is Mrs. Elizabeth Merrill who the 9th were features.
door.
t
\ 75c The purpose of the organization as ed President and Secretary, re of the highway have been made I has relatives living in Kennebunk. The score:
[set forth in its code of by-laws spectively, and the matter of se
KENNEBUNK
$1.75 3 ft. by 7 ft. screen door. 98c which was unanimously adopted is lecting other officials and commit unsightly and robbed of their nat Mr. Lucas is simply to have chargé.
ural beauty by being trimmed of —Biddeford Journal, Saturday,
ab r bh po a e
$3.50 to do all in its power to induce new tees was deferred until a later their branches on the roadside to a August 28th.
$5.00z3 Burner Oil Stove
4 0 0 4 1 1
Cole, 2b,
meeting.
industries
to
locate
here
and
highth "of fifteen or twenty feet.
19c
25c Rakes
1 0 0
1
Barker,
cf,
5
All residents of the township These were no obstruction tri trav
smooth the pathway as much as
Congregational Church Notes
Maxwell, ss,5 3 0 1 3 2
39c possible for all enterprises which who believe ip the tenets of the el and why such unreasonable cuttr
50c Rakes
4 1 0 8 1 0
Towne, c,
club and are interested in the de
59c would wend theiiT steps Kenne- velopment of the community along i^g was.allowed,to be done we can Wednesday evening meeting in Davis, 3b,
75c Garden Spade
5 0 1 .0 I 0
bunkward.
not see.
the vestry at 7.30. Subject ¡-“Mis Titcomb, lb,
0 1 9 0 0
3
practical
lines
are
urged
to
ally
59c
1'. The writer, once asked the com sionary Work at Home?’
75c Spading Fork
Members of the club believe
.... Libby, rf,
5 2 2 2 0 0
themselves
with
the
organization
missioner
of
a
section,
of
a
certain
LaMontagne, If, 4 2 1 2 0 0
7c that Kennebunk is a good town as and are invited to confer with
10c a ft. Rubber Hose
tpwn, why he allowed shade trees The pastor’s subject at the Sun Móssèr. p,
does ' every other resident. Visi
4 1 2 0 4 0
day
morning
(10.30)
service
will
tb be cut and the reply was, ‘[0,
50c terà thirik it is a good town and it either of the above officers.
75c Hose Reels
be “The Mechanical Side of Relig
The
club
will
undoubtedly
prove
There are trees enough without
appears to those who have the best
39 10 8 27 10 3
ion.” A communion service will
$1.00
$1.50 Hose Reels
interests of the town at heart that of incalculable benefit to the town haying them, in the highway.*^ be held at the close of the regular
SEARS-CONVINCERS
creating
as
it
will
a
closer
sympa

Sale of Cotton Batting 8c a roll 5c it is high time to take advantage thy between capital and labor— How ignorant: another one, when service.
ab r bh po a e
Asked the same question replied.
of our superior location, general
Sale, of Aluminum Double Boilers, conditionS!, etc., and make a con the manufacturer dealing di “We have a right to,” another burst; After a summer vacation the Valley, 3b,
4 O .0 2 & 2
4 0 0 1 Ó 0
Worth $1.50 at
79c certed effort to secure same tangi- rectly with the class most affected of ignorance. If these are Suffi Men’s Bible Class will resume its Preston, rf,
by good or poor industrial coridi- cient reasons for disfiguring, our activities and take up a progres Perro, 2b,
4 Ó Ó /I 5 4
Sale of Mens’ plain white handker tole physical benefits.
sive study of the Bible. The^ sub Allen, If,
4 0 1 Ö 0 0
tions.
toads
and
making
them
appear
like
A good town that fails to take
The Constitution as adopted is as1 ;brirrit bands through the country ject for the coming Sunday will be, Laconte, p,
4 0 1 0 4 2
chiefs worth 5c
2 for 5c
advantage of its virtues is on a par follows :
“Mari’s Place in Christiariity.” Flynn, lb,
12 0 0
4 1
we
are
sorry
that
we
are
not
far
with
the
“
good
fellow
”
who
takes
Ladies 3c handkerchiefs 3 for 5c
All men, with no other church home Bernier, ss,
4 1 1 0 0 0
.sighted
enough
to
select
men
who
unto himself a wife, raises a fam
C 3 1 0 1 0 0
Sale of Hardwood Clothes Pins ily and then spends his time with The ■club shall be known as:The! "have some eye for the beauties of are urged to be present at the ses Trafton, cf,
3 1 0 7 0 0
1c a doz. “the b<?ys,” his .family ênjoying in Kennebunk Industry. Club.
nature or hire a forester to do a sions of this large and growing Currier, c,
Its Object shall be to use all
class.
4«
little.planning
that
our
roads
x
may
Salé of Kitchen Aprons worth 25c. slight measure his . genial disposi-^ means within its~power to securd not mereiy be openings through Evening service ifl the vestry at
M 4 . 3 24 12 8
at
15c tion and temperament.
an industry for Kennebunk that from brie place to another but that 7.30.
By Innings,1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9;
Modern industrial conditions will furnish employment to its
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0- 4
they may be beautiful to look upon Now that after a season of rest -S. C.,
savor, of the stone age when might citizens, arid try in évéry way to ,
K. A. A., 2 3 0 0 1 2 1 1 X--10
and
pleasirig
to
pass
over.
and
relaxation
has
been
enjoyed«
^naàe right and the fittest sqr- iriake Kennebunk a live manufac
1 yiyed
the
longest. Business turing town rather than a mere 1 We have in mirid a large maple with the resumption of the regular
tree that used to stand by the road Sunday and weekly service8
houses are continually changing residential place.
END 25,000 MILE HIKE
,side which leads to our church. In members and supporters of the
locations and new enterprises be , Realizing that the entrance of ,
ing started. Competition among politics has been the ruination of childhood we used to see the meet church and Sunday School are urg Mr. and Mrs. Dwight H. Woolf,
various commuriities to secure all industrial movements in the ing-folk pause beneath its friend ed to take an active part in the of Kansas City/ Kansas, passed
'these businesses is keen and the past the club lays down as a strict ly boughs to rest, on their way to work and meetings. The Men’s through town Monday noon en
town that qàn ofïer the most ad- law that any member who uses or and from church in hot summer class, is especially helpful and a route to Portland, the end of a
i" vantages and most Clearly makes tries ' to use it for any political days. For years one of our saint cordial welcome awaits each and 25,000 mile walk which started
that fact known is invariably the purpose shall be (not can be) ex ly mothers used to rest every Sun every visitor.
May 2, 1910, from their home city.
day beneath it as she walked to
town tò secure the coveted *p.lum. pelled from membership.
A two wheeled horse-drawn cart
meeting. Recently one of the aDarvill’s Bakery Sold
The question has often arisen
It shall be the sole purpose of bove “Officials” ^referred, to ciit it
contained a camping . outfit and,
INSURANCE
“if our neighbors can get new1 the club to deal with industrial con down on the' pretense that it,
tacked over the sides, were tags,
Fidelity Phoenix Fire Ins. Go.
business, why can’t we ?’LWe can. ditions only arid the opportunities “shaded the road too much.” Thus The Darvill Bakery which has -cards, banners, etc.,r;,from every
Amepcan Central Ins. Co.
been conducted for the past eight
Detroit Fire and Marine Ins. Co But an effort must needs .be made of earning money and leave enter a friend of nature who had stood years by Fred A. Darvill was sold section of the country rind the cou
as
an
invitation
unbacked
by
urg

tainments
and
ways
of
spending
nearly half a century, was cruelly Friday to John B. Clements, a na ple carried mariy valued souvenirs,
Wells Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
ing and logical recitation of the money to the organizations that slain.
including a photograph of theriiWELLS
ME. advantages to be enjoyed in our are devoting their efforts té those
tive of Milton, N. H., who recently
Will not some of our beloved cit purchased the A. A. Richardson, selves taken with' William Jen
; community is-but slightly héeded. questions. " ‘
nings Bryan.’
izens who love the beautiful, “out
We are not antagonistic to any of door,” world raise a protesting residence on Stqrer Street.
The trip was takefl because of
: Therein liés thé purpose of/The
Kennebunk Industry Club., It is other organization but will be voice with the writer against such Mr. DarviU, has not been in the the precarious condition of .Mr. ,
best of health for the past few Woolf’s health, he weighing but1’
to make it ITS business to exploit pleased to cooperate with them uriwise procedure.
months
and will remove to South 107 pounds and being siekly when
Dealer In
at
any
time
fob
the
benefit
of
in

:in every feasible way the advan
. Friendly Spirit.
Berwick
where he'will be free, for the start was made. That the trip
tages of Kennebunk as à manufac dustry but for no other purpose.
a tiine at least, , of business cares. was successful is highly evident
turing center both Ip the mauufac-’ We believe that a manufacturer
13th Company Notes
Mr. Clements will take posses by the fact that his weight has in
considers the cooperation and
turerà and labor. >
I36 Main Street
sion on September 15tfi.
good,
will
of
the
laboring
class
as
The remuneration of. skilled,
Thé weekly drill will be held The sale was macTe by John W. creased to 144 pounds and he is the
American laborers in New Eng a good asset Sand we promise that Thursday evening of this week a BoWdoin Who has beeri very suc picture of health.
land is well above the average of to any good business, that: will lo minstrel show being booked for cessful this ’season in disposing of Their outfit will today be; shipped
by f feight t£ their home where the
the country - and communities cate here.
Friday, the regular night.
different properties» .
couple will settle down to a quieter
We
realize
that
before:
talking
VISIT THE
largely populated by them are
The steel lockers for storage of
and less arduous method of gain
business
a
manufacturer
would
famed
world-wide
for
their'
indus

individual
equipment
ha
ve
arrived
ART NEEDLEWORK SHOP
ing
a livelihood..
want
to
know
what
inducements
Will
Select
Delegates
Once a reputation
arid will be emplaced at once. ,
* New and Exclusive Designs in Cross, try and thrift.
Stitch Patterns, Stamped Goods
like that -is acquired the good work we had tooffer arid therefor one Rapid progress- is being made
... Wash Embroidery,’ Silks . . . progresses automatically and a of the principal thirigs we shall do with the manual of arms under
The Woman’s Christian Temper . A trolley'trip from Kennebunk
Order Work Promtly Done
new industrial center is in the is to find out the general feeling of Sergeant Sartin who expresses him ance Union will meet Friday next, to Newburyport a few days ago
Stamping and Designing . .
thé inhabitants on the industry self as being well pleaded with the September 3 with Mrs. Cram.
commercial lime-light.
Caused Uhe writer to wonder why
MRS. FRED C. SMITH
Delegates to the Maine W. C. T. more general use Of this; pleasant ‘,
Kennebunk is much better sit question and get locations of pos interest taken by the men.
ROOM 302 BAXTER BLOCK
562 CONGRESS STREET
uated for development than most sible building lots, prices of .pow- As it is practically impossible in U. Convention to :be, heïd at Skow means of travel was not resorted
Portland r
Maine towns. We have our beaches to^n; er, prospect of financial aid if this country to enforce a compul hegan September 14, 15/16 will be
to toy vacationists. Various re- ,
care for a large and growing sum-1 needed and other important in sory term of military service—4he elected.
quests; of felow passengers as to
DON’T CUT OUT A SHOE BOIL
mer tourist business, excellent formation.
average
map
on
completion
of
his
what
would be .seen and met with
Capped Heels or Bursitis for
The membership of this club education not caring to postpone 'Automobiles owned by George farther/1 along .* the various lines
railroad facilities and a chance
FULLER’S
for the development Of transpor shall be composed wholly of labor start on his career by a term in Larrabee of - this town and Frank travelled over failed to elicit any
Mistura Argenti Composita
tation by water—-an ever watch ers.
the army, in thè inilitia of the vari Miler of Kennebunkport collided information of a helpful charac
Will remove them and leave no ful federal government, if condi There shall be no initiation fee ous states must be found the means Sunday in the latter town at the ter and the sole information as to
swelling; does not blister or re tions should demand it, would ofr dues.
of imparting a very essential mil blind corner of Weinstein’s Fruit the journey, connections,, etc., was
move the hair-and horse cap be dredge a channel at the mouth of
itary training. With practically Store.Both cars were travelling gleaned from a trolley “path-find
worked; $2.00 a bottle, deilvered. the river large enough and deep
no interference with daily, duties ' at reduced "speed and the power' er.” The entire route is replete
Will Install Filter.
Write or telephone Dr. G. C. Ful enough for any ship that will ever
this ■ training may be had by any was shut completely off the com with beautiful scenic effects and
ler,' Veterinary. Tel. 136-5, Ken float—cheap freight rates both in ■ It was decided at a meeting of citizen under the direct supervis ing together but lightly. ■ Aside following .the coast line as the rail
nebunk, Me.
and out of town, and last, but by the York County Water Company; ion of competent’ United States from a bent mud guard to Mr» Lar way does the/traveller is assured
no méans least, the village here held last Friday afternoon, to in- army officers. The membership of rabee’s machine and minor in the maximum benefits of the jour
with dozens of locations for large stall a filter for the towns Covered the 13th company, though the larg juries to that of Mr. Miller no dam ney in refreshing sea breezes and
factories, warehouses, etc.
by the service. : The high »pressure est in thé'corps; is not at nearly age of consequence was done.
an ever-changing panorama of
is prepared to furnish music
The sqund of factory whistles is pump at thé electric light station, thè desired number and any citi“
marine and rustic scenery. The
for all occasions
sweet music to the ears of the en to insure increased pressure at zen who cares to avail himself of Hot Fudge Sundae—it is differ trip is well worth while during a i
For terms and particulars telephone ergetic business man -and our West Kennebunk is to be installed thè available training is urged to ent—sold only at Fiske’s Drug short respite from daily labors and '
streets traversed several times at an early date.
should enjoy a wider popularity. /
enlist.
Store.—Adv.
153-3, Kennebunk, Me.

Biddeford Me

BARGAINS IN

SUMMER GOODS

T. L. Evans & Co

WM. J. STORER

JOHN F. DEAN

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
Biiieiorfl

Tel. 246-

THEARION ORCHESTRA

Spare the Shade Trees

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MR

THE SUFFRAGE LEAGUE
Fiske, the" druggist, sells cam
era films.—Adv.
Mn and Mrs; John Shapleigh of Meting Held Saturday at Parker
House, Kennebunkport
Boston are visiting their niece
Lottie Stevens.
There was a meeting of the KefiMrs. Fred Adjutant of West nebunk and Kennebunkport Suf
Kennebunk is attending the organ frage league at the Parker House,
recital in Portland.
Kennebunkport, Saturday after
Grape Nut Ice Cream is sold by
A genuine body builder is noon,- at Which there was a large
Fiske, the druggist.—Adv.
Fiske’s Compound Syrup of Hy attendance from all sections of
Hobart Kilgore is the guest of a pophosphites.—Adv. :
York county. The meeting was
friend, Ralph French, in PejepThe September meeting of the presided over by Mrs. Gertrude
sdpt.
Board of Trade will be held in the Hill Hanson who is president of
Washington P. Gaw is spending Odd Fellows b|ock next Monday the league.
We shall have gathered all those things that need
a two weeks’ vacation in Auburn evening.
The decorations at the rooms in
dale, Mass.
Mrs. Alice J. Goodwin and son which the meeting was held were
early selling and have clipped I he prices from 1 -4
Lewis Gowen has moved from Owen and Miss Gertrude, Young very beautiful and in an effective
Curtis Court to a farm near Arun are in attendance at the organ re scheme combined the colors of thé
to 1 -2 less than regular
del station.
Congressional Union of Washing
cital at City Halt
Any,six exposed roll film de
ton,
D.
Ç.
Thé
colors
were
pur

Miss Olivet E. Pendergrast of
veloped at Fiske’s Drug Store for Lynn, Mass.,'and Dorothy G.,Tar ple, gold and white.
Remember, the Principle Upon Which This Business is Built, is
iOc.2—Adv.
box of Amesbury, Mass., are visi The speakers of the afternoon
/
VALUE GIVING
were Mrs. White and Mrs? Neigh
Mr. Fred H. Grey of Auburn is tors at Mr. John Jellison’s.
spending a few days with his aunt Mr, and Mrs. Fred Nason and of the Congressional Union, and
they were followed with close at
Lottie Stevens.
Mrs. Ida Nason were Portland vis tention. Their talks were on the
$1.00 Silk Poplins, 36 inches wide
25c Embroidered Scarfs,
Miss Ruth Cousens is clerking itors yesterday, witnessing the
for Mrs. Noble in the antique store dramatic film production of “The proposed amendment of the Con
all colors. Sale Price
size 18x54. sale price
15c
69c
stitution of the United States, ex
on upper Main street.
Birth of a Nation” at Keith’s tending the right of suffrage to
$1.00 Messaline also Taffeta Silk
75c Tea Aprons, lace trimmed with
There will be a special meeting theatre.
women, called the Susan B. Anblack
only;
36
in.
wide
of Ivy Temple, P. S., in their hall
medallions, sale price 49c
The marriage intentions of Rob thony amendment :
Monday evening, Sept 6.
Sale
Price
79c
ert Godman, Bishop of the Maine
Resolved by the senate and
25c Windsor Ties of crepe and mes
Mrs. George T. Crediford and Episcopal diocese, and Miss Mar- house of representatives of the
25c Windsor Crepes, assortment of
saline, plain, also figured
son, León, of Shapleigh, are the garetta Biddle Porter, of Washing United States of America in con-r
best patterns. Sale Price 12 l-2c
guests of relatives in town.
ton, D. C,, have been filed with the gress assembled (two-thirds of
sale price
/
19c
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Titcomb Portland city clerk. It is expected each house concurring therein.)
$1.00 16-button length Silk Gloves
89c White Petticoats, deep hamburg
and daughter, Cordelia, spent that the ceremony will occur next That the following article be pro
black, white, pongee
week.
Monday with rélativés in Saco.
posed to the legislatures of the
flounce, sale price
65c
Sale Price .
79c
Mrs. Guy Carleton of Melrose E. L. Littlefield and family are several states as an amendment to
$1 Mercerized Waists for Women
50c Short Silk Gloved {Kayser make)
returned home Sunday after a visit enjoying an outing and vacation the Constitution of the United
to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin trip at Great Hill. Mr. Littlefield States, which, when ratified by
colored stripes, all sizes 36 to 44
black, white, slate, pongee
while on a fishing trip the first day three-fourths pf the said legisla
Garvin.
sale
price
69c
Sale Price
37c
The sewing circle of Ivy Temple at the beach suffered an acute at tures, shall be valid as part of said
50c Union Suits for Women
will hold a “Mother Goose” Fair in tack of mal de mer and in his haste Constitution, namely:
$1.50 Percale also Gingham Dresses
Mousam Opera House on Thurs to make shore and comfort even Article—Sec. 1. The right of
various styles in lisle
for Children. All sizes
citizens of the United States to
the bait was thrown overboard.
day, November 4th.
x
Sale
Price
35c
sale price
98c
vote
shall
not
be
denied
or
abridg

Mrs. Arthur Harriman returned Tuesday . evening August 31st
ed
by
the
United
States
or
by
any
25c
Lisle
Hose
for
Children,
tan
only
about
seventy-five
whist
players
Saturday evening from a two
$1.25 and $1.50 House Dresses of
All sizes. Sale Price
15c
weeks’ visit with friends and rela spent the evening at the home of state on account of sex.
percale and gingham
Sec.
2.
Congress
shall
have
Mr
and
Mrs.
Frank
M.
Irving.
The
tives in Lowell, Mass.
25c Lisle Hose for Women, colors:
decorations were wholly cut flow power, by appropriate legislation,
sale price
98c
Mrs.Tyson has gone to Nashua,
to enforce the provisions of this
taupe, sand, fawn
N. H., on a business trip. Mr. Ty ers. The prizes were awarded as article.
85c and 98c Cambric Night Gowns,
follows: Ladies first to Isabelle
Sale Price
15c
son remained in town. Mr. and Googins, Gents first to Howard T.
lace and embroidery trimmed
Mrs. Tyson are spending the sum
25c Split Sole Hose for Women, me
Burke, and the consolation prizes DIRECTORATE COVERS
saleprice
59c
mer in Kennebunk.
dium weight cotton, all sizes
went to Mr. Harriman of Boston,
THE COUNTY
The Delta Alpha class of the and Ruth Littlefield. Refresh
Sale Price
17c $3.98 and 5.00 Serge also Panama
Congregational Sunday School ments consisting of salted peanuts
The
directorate
of
the
Sanford
Skirts, sale price
1.98
10c
Cotton
Vests
for
Women
will postpone their monthly meet -and candy were served.
National Bank was last Wednes
ing from the first to the second
lace
trimmed,
all
sizes
The Child Labor law enacted by day increased from five to twenty$1.00 White Lingerie Waists, best
Tuesday of September.
Sale Price, each
the last legislature goes into oper five and a new board elected at a
styles. Sale price
79c
Miss Ida Pierce of Chicago is ation next Monday and prepara
59c Union Suits for Men, light
the guest of Miss, Mary Nason, who tions for enforcement of the meeting of seventy-five stock
holders.
$1.25 Extre Size White Gabardine
weight cotton, various styles
has recently returned to her home measure are being made at the
The
new
members
of
the
board
Skirts. Sale price
. on Summer street after spending office of Roscoe A. Eddy, Commis
89c
Sale Price
39c
of directors are Louis F. Trafton,
the past year in California;
sioner of Labor, at Augusta. The Orrin A. Moulton, Orville V. Libby
65c Negligee Shirts, assortment of
$1.98 Stripe Voile Wash Dresses
That Maine men ihay cooperate law very plainly states hat no mi of Sanford; Dr. F. A. Bragdon of
best
patterns,
all
sizes
various styles and patterns
in filling the 18,000 deficiency in nor under the age of 14 shall be Springvale; Samuel M. Came and
the enlisted men of the navy, a na permitted to work for hire during Richard Stanley, Alfred; J. W.
Sale Price
i49c
sale price
95c
val recruiting station will soon be the hours that school is in session Meserve, Bar Mills; George H.
opened in the city of Portland.
and that no minor between the Smith, Waterboro; Charles W.
William S. Gilpatrick, son of ages of 14 to 16 is to be issued a Coffin, Shapleigh; J. Merrill Lord,
George A. Gilpatrick, has accept work permit unless able to satisfy Parsonsfield; Oscar G. Hanson
ed a position with the Letheroid the superintendent of schools that and Arthur L. Roberts, Lyman;
Manufacturing Co., and moved his he is mentally qualified to leave Dr. C. M. Sleeper. South Berwick;
family here from Hartford, Conn., school. The * superintendent is Ernest F. Hobson/ York; Ruel W.
where he has been recently lo the person who determines the Norton, Kennebunkport; Cecil F.
mental capacity of the minor and Clark, Hollis; John E. Abbott,
cated.
The marriage of Miss Mary it is only through him that a work North Berwick; Fred L. Pierce,
Lebanon; Dr. W. W. Smith, OgunBourne and Hugh Gates Boutelle, permit can be granted.
quit and Fred C» Small of Cornish.
son of Hon. H. S. Boutelle, of
Immediately after the election
Washington, will occur at the
“LEND A HAND” FAIR
the board of directors organized
home of the bride’s parents. Dr.
We shall show a complete assortment of New Fall Models fashioned of Poplin,
and Mrs. George W. Bourne, Sum The fair held by the “Lend a with the following officers:
Gabardine, etc., in black and the leading colors for Fall
President
—
L.
B.
Goodall.
mer street on September 14th.
Hand” Ladies’ Aid Circle of the
The sewing circle of Ivy Temple, Landing chapel, last Thursday af Vice Presidents—George H.
P. S., was entertained by Mrs. Fan ternoon and evening, exceeded ex Nowell and Harmon G. Allen.
At $12.50, $15.00, $16.50, $18.50 and $20.00
nie Jackson, Monday evening, at pectations both as a social feature Cashier and Clerk—Eugene M.
her home oh Sayward street. Af and in financial^ returns. The net Hewett.
ter the regular business-a social profit will be about $60 and the Assistant Cashier—Harold K.
BLACK VELVET HATS—in an almost endless variety of
hour was enjoyed. Refrechments money will be used to paint and re Lord.
Attorney—Fred J. Allen.
consisting of sandwiches, cake pair the chapel.
small, medium and large shapes; at prices
The usual sale of candy, fancy An executive board of seven
and coffee were served.
members was organized and it is
“Rube” Marquard, John Mc articles, etc, was held in the after composed of Louis B. Goodall, E.
98c, $1.25, $1.49, $1.98 Upwards to $2.98
noon,
the
various
tables
being
in
Graw’s high-priced port-sided
M.
Hewett,
George
H.
Nowell,
flinger, yesterday became a col charge of the following members: Fred J. Allen, Harmon G. Allen, O.
league of jack Coombs on the Cake—Mrs. Jacobs and Mrs. A. Moulton and O. V. Libby.
Brooklyn National League team, Emma Day.
making his first appearance in a Home Made Candy—Mrs. Oscar
LOCAL NEWS
^Dodger” uniform in the second Boston and Mrs. Arthur Kelley.
game of a double-header.
Aprons—Mrs, Edward Lynch A gayly decorated automobile
Butterick Patterns and the Delineator on Sale
driven about town today caused
. The manufactory and ware and Mrs. Stanton Stevens.
house of the Twitchell-Champlin Fancy Articles—Mrs. Sylvia considerable attention The occu
Company, well known wholesale Boston and Mrs. Fred Wormwood. pants were evidently a newly mar
grocers and packers of Portland, i The ice cream table was in ried couple and party of friends
was destroyed by fire early this charge of Mrs. Hoyt, the president from out of town points.
morning. All the apparatus in of the society.
The imperial German govern
TO LET — Three unfurnished
the city was used in subduing the An entertainment of a musical ment has unconditionally bowed to Mr. Merchant
rooms.
flames which caused a loss esti character was given in the evening the dictates, of the administration
Telephone 136-5.
mated at $250,000.
Let
us
tell
our
read
and
the
principles
of
internation

the principal numbers being cor
An automobile owend by Samuel net solos by Granville Graves and al law will be followed out in the
Clark was badly damaged Sur day vocal solos by Reginald Harford, submarine warfare being waged ers. what you have to FOR SALE—Dry slabs delivered
when Mr. Clark, wha was ri difig Miss Eva Hammond accompanying along the British coast. We may
at $1.75 per load. Telephone
have other bones to pick but the sell—they will do the
with a friend, temporarily lost the soloists on the organ.
control of this machine at he cor tn the evening drawings a box neutrality" of the country is as
Kennebunk 23-2.
ner of Park and Winter streets. of candy was secured by Walter sured if further negotiations are rest.
Mr. Clark’s son had just handed Bulland and the quilt by Mri. Sa as successful as those with the
One of Many.
the ocupants several letters and in die Sprague, while the guess cake fathefland
makin gan effort o retain them Mr. was won by Mrs. Hoyt.
The Enterprise has more
Clark lost his conrol of the steer The entire affair was most suc We make you am enlargement
He took bichloride by mistake,
IT IS RIGHT IF WE DO IT
ing wheel and the car crashd into cessful and the energetic mem free for every $2 worth of devel readers than any other peri
ae tiegraph pole. The occupants bers of the society are well satis oping and printing you have done odical circulated in this sec He’s now beneath the groun’ ;
’Twas a cold day for him, all right,
were slightly shaken up but other fied with the goodly sum realized at our store. Fiske, the druggist.
When the mercury went down.
for sadly needed improvements —Adv.
wise uninjured.
•■
tion.
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be any need after all ? - There, “Well, Frarik Remington, you
there, cheer up little girl,” and damn outlaw,” said Shorty; “at last
A Little Out of the WAÿ but It Pays to Walk
once again his lips were pressed to you’ve found out who I am, have
this evening?”
you,
and
so
you
’
ve
come
gunning
hers.
'
Witha
blush
Bess
told
her
father
•
b
all about it and when she finished, ' BesS Was riot the kind of a girl fo ifor me, knowing that sooner or
started hugging and kissing her be put off like that for she lovëd ; later I would take you dead or aShorty with all her heart and soul live.”
father?--I
Her father remarked,! “I am glad and now that she knew there whs i “Yes, but hot alive? perhaps,”
of it for your sake for Shorty has something wrong and that Shorty ¡and their hands leaped to their
been
a faithful cowboy for me. I was suffering Over it and not ¡like !guns, there were two reports that
By
Ww he will make you a fine hus himself, she was determined to find ¡sbunded as one. As the smoke
Earl H. Young
band ,” and after i that. remark Jim out about it and perhaps she could ¡rolled away the boys saw one
'stretched'face upturned to the sun
think of a way to help him. «
arid his daughter turned in.
Spare change is very desirable at the holiday season
“Now, Shorty;” said Bess, “you land that man ^as... .the outlaw
As for Shorty, he didn’t sleep
In Five Chapters
@
buLthe high and increasing cost of living renders an
that night but lay awake ’ve no right? to keep, things to your Frarik Remington, shot through
••••••••••©••••••©•••••©••© /much
early
start in saving imperative. Pay CASH at our
the
heart,
while
a
stream
of
blood
riiakirig plaris fbr the future, when self like that and worry me. . I
(Concluded)
he arid BeSs should be married, and warit to have your confidence now was trickling down from Shorty’s
well- and freshly-stocked j
sd the night passed on unheeded. just as well as after I become your left ear.
wife/ . Won’t t.yori tell me, please; • As the shots ring out and then
“I’m glad you are getting along
the deathly ' silence froiri outside,
dear?”x
so nidely now, so guess I’ll go and
Chapter V.
¡Bess
can endure that no longer and
“
If
I
should
tell
you,
Bess,
you
and watch the weekly savings grow.
report to the boys for they are an
would hate me{ and I don’t want you ¡WitfraTush she js outside to learn
xious.! . If I may, I will be in again
THE OUTLAW’S DEATH.
A full line of Fresh and Preserved Meats, Eggs,
the result of the long standing
to do that,” replied Shorty.
and see you.” J
: Only a month more to wait and
Butter, Vegetables, Canned Goods, Etc. i
“Hate you ! Me hate you, Shor feud.
“Are you sure it is the BOYS that then, a big wedding was to take ty, why I never could learn to do ’ When Bess appears the boys re
are anxious, -Shorty, •
J’but he place jat the “Circle-Star Ranch” that, never, never.”
movetheir sombreros and make a
had left the room.
fpr Shorty and Bess Hasting were “Well, I may have to shoot and .passage through fbr her.: As she
A few days later Bess and Shorty tp.be married, and as Jim always kill”. .... .
gets sight of Shorty still alive, she
went to ride across the 'prairie. said, and so by the way things were , “W h y, Shorty,” she almost springs into his arms with a glad
She was seated,; on her favorite progressing at, the ranch the boys, screamed, “you don’t mean that you cfy and rerriarks, “Thank God that
bronc while Shorty rode “Wildfire.” knew that Jim was going to be true ... . you are.... going to kill.... a I; still have you, dear I” while thé
Water Street
Kennebunk, Maine
Whéií he asked her if ¿he ivas to his, word.
person. .. .you don’t mean that?” crowd stand mttte with tear diiriever in the gulch called. “Cowboys’
It seemed as though the outfit , “YeS, Bess, little girl, I may have med eyes and silent.:
Pass” she said, no, not to her know- had ; turned into. a herd of wild to, in order to save my own if we As Bess nestled in ? his arms,
' ledge and that she wanted him to steers that recognize no limita ever meet. L have a premonition Shorty said to the silent crowd;
take her there, even if it was grow tions of boundaries or justice and that we will come together on bur “Boys; ! have been on the trail'of
ing dark, for it promised a fine star so the, foreman found he had his wedding’ day; dear,'- he: replied. - that dutlaw for two years and nbw
lit evening to ride back, so they handsfull until after the wedding. • “T hope that dreadful thing won’t at "last I have got- him and here is
went.
That seemed > to be the only sub hrippen and especially bn our wed my authority,” and he threw open
As they sat there and talked, all ject, the outfitcared,or would talk ding day,’” she declared? “Is it an his coat lapel and there in plain
of a sudden they heard the long about/ these day?. :
old time feud, Shorty, that you are sight was the badge of the “Secret
drawn out wail of a coyote and in a
“Nowlookhere,” said Cubley going to settle, dear?” and she Service” of’ the country.
3 1-2 h.p. $70
2 h.p. $48
few minutes it was answered, in a one day as Rob was trying to talk looked up into his face.
different direction.
tp him, “there isn’t no use for you
“Yes, it is little girl. Now sup A year has 'passed away since
6 h.p. $90 7 l-2h.p; $H5
She Cuddled into his arms with to ' talk that, . Rob. This is the posai do meet him and have to kill the marriage of Bess and Shorty
. a shiver and looking up into his first wedding I ever had the chanbd him,” he asked hoarsely, “what and now “Circle-Star Rah^h”! be
5 h.p. 2 cyK $75
face remarked, “Shorty, I reckon I to see and I’m going to r cut loose would your answer be, sweet longs -to them, for shortly after
don’t know what that is a sign of. some and enjoy myself this time.” heart?”
theif' wedding Bess’s father Jim
25 different styles and sizes of two and
Will you tell me ’
“Yes, and So am I going to have ; “Whàt else could it be,” she ask- was killed by a steer and laid to
four cycle engines. Prides lower than
“Yes, Bess, little girl,” said he. the time of my life at this wed ed as she nestled closer into his rest beside his wife.
ever before. We carry the largest
“It is the male coyote calling for ding,” remarked Grouchy:
Often as of old the twb had rid-r
arms, “but ‘ye's’, of course I will
its mate and the boys say it sure ig “AndT guess we all?’ remarked marry you?’’/den to “Cowboys’ Pass” and listen-»,
stock in Maine.
a “good si¿riV’ for whatever girl Bud, “are about of the same opiri- | With a sigh of relief Shorty ed to the coyote but now That a lit-*,
and fellow are. together when that:: ion, so guess if you want to keep kissed her again and again, and at tie baby boy has come into the fam-*
Prices Same as at Factory
call comes, Well; ^they sure will’ us quiet you’ll have to tie us up, fast remarked, “Now let’ri forgetail ily they stayht home.' .
SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST
“That boy is sure going to be»
marry inside of a year.”
Rob.”.
about this and think of thin^’niôré
just like his father,” Curley re
“So that-á what it is the sign of,; “Now all I want to say, boys, is pleasant.”
Shorty do you believe in that and to use judgment and npt overstep I At last the day of the wedding marked to Bud one day, for Shor-1
do you believe it will ever epmei bounds!, the day of the «Wedding,” Arrived and a more jolly and pleas ty kept all of his outfit and thej$
. true with1”..'... .but she didn’t fin-! and the foreman turned and walk ant crowd could not have gathered .were glad to stay and work for] 39Portland Pier.
PORTLAND, ME
ish. b*' '
\
ed away.
for the inyitations had been many Shorty.
Finis
Just then the moon<came but in
A - few days later Rob rode to and gone long distances, bat all had
all its splendor and stirred some-« town on business and when he ar Responded at the chanêéiof a WedKENNEBUNK LOWER VILLAGE
thing within Shorty that he didn’t rived back had some startling news Bing.
know was there, and there, with its for the outfit as he entered the I. At the cheers of the crowd Bess
full mellow light falling uppn,therii,j bunk-house and found all the boys ¿nd Shorty stepped onto the veran Rev.' and Mrsi* it E. Terry, Mrsi;
he told her his love . . . told her gathered there good humoredly: da of the house and acknowledged W. H. Emery, Mr. and M^s. C. Hz
that? he riure needed her for his lit-] abusing Shorty who was taking it< their presence amid cheers and Robinson returned - . home from
tie life prird.
Shots from their revolvers for the an outing at Alton Bay; ,
in good,, part.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hall, missionary
Will SHórtyi ever forget the hap-; /“That damn outlaw Remington boys were there for a good time. /
py /^oritented. look: that < came by er1 rode into Larramie this morning, | Bess was dressed all in whife from Africa for the4 Baptist de? .
her face, as>£. leaning ¡forward, she starred a riot, and before he got.’ ¿nd looked sweet enough to be kiss- nomination, gave a very, interest-? RUBBER SOLED GOODS in Buck and
threw her arms, about his neck and' through ended up by killing one of hd, as Curley afterwards expressed ing and instructive address Tuesi
Canvas. B, C, D and E widths
told him she would be his the “Diamond V Outfit” and badly Jt, while Shorty -was dressed, an: à day evening in the Adventist
church.
A
good
?
sized
audience:
little life parct for she loved and wounded another. The trouble is hlack suit arid "all noticed that he
greeted Mrs. Hall and listened TENNIS SHOES in several grades and a
trusted hirri. and always would, i he [got away without... getting a «was carrying a “packed” gun.
As. Bessk told: him ithat/ his, eyes i scratch although a lot of the boys £ After thé two entered the house; wjth <close attention to the start1
fine assortment of Pumps and Colonials in stand
shone and sparkled for he felt like fired, at him.. He is still af large |Durley said to Bud, “Did you notice made by a missionary from Amers!
ica
to
the
town
on
the
Congo
rivet
a different person, for somehow in the district,” ended Rob.
that Shorty carries a “packed” gun
ard styles* and novelties.
before: the world seemed lonely' “I should like to run across that; itod^y ’ ..Seems he expects some-., where Mrs. Hall had her first ex4
perience 25 years' ago. She ex
and drear, while now he knew what; gentleman one's again,” and there: body.”
The PACKARD SHOE for Men
a lot of happinéss there was in this; was an expressipn in Shorty’s face! "Yès it sure does but I hope the hibited many pieces- of handi
work
done
by
the
children
under]
killing
won
’
t
come
off
until
after
world for one lonfeiy cowboy. JpsfJ hew to the outfit.
then they again heafd the call ofj That, one; took at Shorty’s face;as the wedding for”... .and just thén hert instruction, also a Bible and
the coyote,
he said that was enough to start; the .minister drove in and was es- hymn book in the native language.
Modern Repairing by Competent Workmen
A duet was sung in this tongue by
“Shorty^^aid1 she?"I reckon the! the outfit ’’o thinking that perhaps çbrted to the house by3Grouchy.
the
Misses
Ida
Gbochand:Adeline
boys’ good ;sign” is coming true. Shorty had an. old score to settle As he reached" the veranda the
Do you think that coyote has found With * the outlaw,-, and how they: ihinister turned and remarked, Moulton, which was listened to
its mate ?”
hoped they would be in on the fin “Boys,. I hope when you start to appreciatively.
Mr. and Mys.. Lewis Williams!
throw boots and such, that you will
“Well, Bess,” . he replied^ “I’m ish as they expressed it.
not sure but I know of one that the As the days., drew nearer for the be very carèfül riot W hit arid’in arid son, Harold, have returned
home after a visit with Mr. and'
coyote, helped to find amate.”
< ' wedding the outlaw was forgotten1 jure the bride.”
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME
DOCK SQUARE
‘‘We will be careful of that, par- Mrs. Jerry Williams.
With those last words he kissed by them but 'not'so with Shorty.
her and inouhtihg' theif bronca He had a premonition that..he¡arid1 SOri;” they replied.
top
they-rode slowly towards the ranch. Frank Remington were soon to tryi The boys were just entering the FOR SALE^Secbrid-hand
buggy;
in
good
condition!
have
iibüsfê
for
the
ceréiribriy
when
They didn’t talk much on the re-- their guns against eadh other, and
nq use for it| will sell cheap.
iturn to the ranch for both were? so he was rather quiet and moody' Frank Remington; the outlaw rode
Particulars at Enterprise office
rip to them and asked to see Shorty
buSy thinking of how mtich tíappi-í these days.
or phone 137-5.
ness...that,, .evening’s., ride had- Bess, who had noticed his actions for a few moments.
and quiet brooding moments when; The boys had never seen him be
brought tojthém, .
Male Help Wanted
Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modern machinery
Shorty seérfifeíl deép' .in thddght he thought/he Was ajbhe, called! fore but they did notice that hé!
Custom Work. Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Po
until all bf a sudden the wail of a- him oyer to her chair a few days also carried a “packed” guri,.;
Would you like a permanent poCrirley it was who went into the sition with good pay as our repre
. coyote was heard, and instantly he‘ before the wedding.!
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.
was alert and remarked more to
“Shorty, dear,” she said, “what house and told Shorty, as he sentative? If so, write us. C. R.
thought,
without
anybody
hearing
himself,. “God bless that coyote.” . Í is it that is on your mind andseems
KENNEBUNK, MAIN£
BURR & CO., Manchester, Conn. MAIN STREET
Best's 'quick '¡éársT Caught that re-! to trouble you so much ' lately ?) him, but just as Shorty was leav
mark and a smile came over her Just think, in pnly three more days: ing, Bess sprang into his arms and
face, but she said ribthirig and rodei and I/will become your wife'until With blanched face asked .-Shorty,
death doth part. Aren’t you glad “Is the man you expected outside
on,r ,
there waiting for you, dear ?”
At last they arrived at the ranch dear to make me your wife?” ,
“Yes', he is outside,” Shorty re“Glad !t GLAD I ”, ^aid Shorty as
and Bess dismounted and with,
“Good night, Shorty^ dear,” was on he crushed her in his arms and marke'd grimly, “and one of us is
h^r way to the hoiise with her gooa kissed her, “why shouldn’t I be going to get killed -in a few mo
' Packed One Dozen in an attractive puli-off Box and Half Gross in a Carton ■
news ana happiness to tell hér fá-i glad and proud" of you dearie, but ments. Bess, dearie, don’t come
you don’t understand, you should outside until after the shooting is
then
For Sale at Your Dealer’s 5c Each or 50c per Dozen
For 4 few mjnut^sbShbrity sat n’t ask me that ^question just new over,” and with that remark he
Hexagon
Shape Highly Polished in Yellow -Finish, with Gilt Tip and Red Ring, fitted with best Red ■
started towards the door.
on his bronc thinking how sweet .. i. .\riot^ust how.
rasive Rubber.
those last Words sóürided to him , , ,“But why not now, .dear, for L’ve In the. meantime the outlaw had
THE MIKADO IS A SUPERIOR QUALITY OF PENCIL and contains the very .finest specially prepared
and dismofinting,- he turned the noticed you have not been like got off his bronc and stood waiting
ead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable. 1
bronc into the corral arid’started yja.urself. since Rob rode in from' ‘for Shorty! to appear.
town. a. few days .ago. .Why don’t > {/ As. Shorty > ? stepped but /of the
for the bunk-house. «
Accurately Graded in Five. Degrees ;
A new . life had opened«,up, fon you tell me? Can’t you trust me?” house the cowboys gave.: the two
No. 1 Soft.
Nd, 2 Medium.- > No. 2 L2 Medium Hard
No. 8 Hard.
No. 4 Extra Hard for Bookkeepers.
silent men who stood measuring
Shorty in the future and with a she, pleaded.
Conceded to be the finesVpencil made for general use
“Trust you? Of course I do, lit eàch other'plenty df roorii, »for all
smile he; entered the bunk-house!
well
knew
it
would
be
a
fight
to
the
EAGLE
PENCIL COMPANY
tle girl, or I would not marry you,
and . went to bed.
As Bess bounded into the room Bess. What is need of making you finish, and so they stood breathless
377 BROADWAY
~
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her father looked up from his book worry, dearie, when there may not ly waiting.
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with a smile asked» “What good,
’3 'arid
news has my little gab to tell me

Thè
i
Coyote’s i
Call
Î

It Isn’t too Early to Start

Meat and Promion Market

A. M. Seavey
PALMER ENGINES

Greatly Reduced Prices
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Summer Footwear

(
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME
Mrs. Waldo Pitts is at Great Hill J. C. Rockwell’s Sunny South Co.
Mr. Frank Fletcher of Roxbury,
Mass., spent the week end at his. for a few days with friends.
The amusement loving public
home in this village.
Mrs. S. H. Garvin of Springvale
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Towers, visited Mrs. Edwin Garvin last will be glad to hear that the J. C.
Rockwell Sunny South Company,
Mr. Bjorkland and daughter, Seg- week.
Issued every Wednesday by
the show that leaves you, laughing
rid, of Linden, Mass., spent the
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD
The First Church, Unitarian, when they say “good night” will
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Editor and Publisher
will not open for services till the appear in the Town Hall, Kenne
W. Consens.
$1.00, 1 Mr. Frank W. Bonser made a As a precautionary measure the second Sunday in September, the bunk^ Friday evening, September
One Year, in Advance
.25 business trip to Boston on Monday. U. S. troops patrolling the Mexi 12th inst/ The Rev. John H. 3rd. This company appeared here
Three Months
George Emery, judge of the Bid can border have been augmented Holmes of New York had promised two years ago and at that time
Single Copies 3 Cents
to preach the first Sunday, but he those who were fortunate enough
deford1 Municipal Court, was in by two regiments of infantry. .
Advertising Rates made known on town on business Mofiday.
has
been summoned to California to be present pronounced it the
The many friends of Harry F.
application
tb
deliver
a discourse at the Uni best and most pleasing of its kind
Mrs. Stuart W. Green left Tues Fairfield, who has taught music
-uoo uv^uBjd Sui^uud ssup Tsjij y day for an extended visit with very successfully in town for the tarian conference. The Rev. Mr. that ever made this town. This
nection. All work done prompt friends and relatives ip Keene, N.
Wilson will be in Boston the com season it is absolutely new and
past two years, „will be pleased to
ly and in up-to-date style.
H., Boston and Pittsfield, Mass.
know he will resume teaching here, ing week, where he had planned to up-to-the-minute in every particu
complete his vacation. The church lar. It is characteristic through
The ENTERPRISE can always Mrs. Simon Trott and daughter^, by the middle of September. Al
did not close until the second week -out, being a mixture Of fun, melody
be found on sale at the following who were the guests of Patrick ready a good class has . been en
in
August.
and dancing, consisting of all the
places:
Cox and family, Wat§r street; have rolled.
features peculiar to the negro in
Kennebunk—E. A. Bodge, C. H. returned to their home in East With one exception the present
Dixie Land, presented by negros
WAIT
PAINT
summer has been the coldest since,
Brown, V- G. Fiske
part.
of the cultured and educated class,
West Kennebunk—E. C. Webber : Recently compiled statistics for the establishment of the U. S.
There are painters and waiters. free from vulgarity, without any
Kennebunkport—E/C. Miller
the entire country state that but Weather Bureau 44 years ago, the
Cape Porpoise—-Helen F. Ward thirty persons were kiled in cele summer of 1903 being the only like Which am I going to So? Paint or objectional features, at the same
a58 Main Street
time sparkling with wit and good
Wells—Harley Moulton
brating the Nation’s birthday tris season in which a lower average wait? Which is better?
humor.
Comedy
is
all
that
is
aim

temperature has been reported.
Ogunquit—W.F. Coüsens
How much am I worth with my
year.
most complete line ever shown
The mean temperature for the past property waiting? How much if I ed at and ifothing else is reached
There has been filed at the office
bar some very clever singing, danc
Wednesday, September 1,1915 of the Biddeford city clerk the mar- three months has been 62.5 de paint? Will my house be worth ing and thrilling specialities, which paper hangings and decorations
grees, while in 1903 61.6 degrees more or less if I paint?
■ riage intentions of Harold Went
will make the audience sit up and
10,000 rolls newest designs just
was recorded. The normal for
Say it, costs $2 a gallon Devoe—I take notice. It is snappy, gingery,
According to the new lobster law worth Yeaton of that city and Miss this section is about 65.6 degrees;
wouldn’t paint any other—and $3 entertaining and well calculated to received. All prices from 5c up
the ultimate consumer is the only-, Alice Holman Locke of Kennebunk H. : F. Fairfield, who with , trio
or $4 more for putting it on.
port.
person handling the crustaceans in
furnished the music at Breakwat That’s $50 or $60 a 10-gallon job. drive away the blues. Dating from wall . paper line made . IN
the opening scéne until the final
any way who does not not need to Natt R. Hubbard, 24 years of age, er Court this summer, completed a
AMERICA. ¡Window shades
The money is gone. Is it in the fall of the curtain there is not a
secure a license of some kind. has been appointed postmaster of very satisfactory season Tuesday
house
?
Is
it
all
in
the
house
?
moment when some of the numer and cui tains, Fixtures, etc.
Clearly an oversight on the part of Kittery to succeed Thomas E. Wil of this week. Mr. Fairfield has a
Suppose I were selling; what ous cast are not occupied render
son whose term has expired. Mr/ faculty of obtaining A 1 musicians
the framers of the law.
Same place.
Hubbard is Maine’s youngest post for all his engagements, and never should I get for that house fresh- ing matters pleasing to the audi
painted
and
what
should
I
get
for
ence. The Olio is composed of
The Colonel is enjoying his per master.
has failed to please. Recently,
eight high-grade vaudeville stunts.
iodical appearance in the limelight The Sanford correspondent of Mr. Fairfield declined to take it neediiig-paint?
thanks to his recent utterances at Springvale Advocate brings out a charge of music at one of Back I wonder why men paint before They are the kind that not alone
please but merit as well/ ■
Plattsburg. It is with very poor new one in the word “vacatioriiz- Bay’s most fashionable cafes,, in selling!
DEVOE
grace that he takes his decline in ing.” A handy little word of which order to be able to continue teach
The organization is accompanied
prestige, and his every remark em we must make a note for future re ing piano here in his home town;
H. E. LUNGE sells it. by a solo concert band and a su
phasize^ the fact that the loss is ference.
perb orchestra. The band will
increasing.
head the Koontown parade, taking
The campaign of Dr. Alexander
place at noon. The prices of ad
C. 'Hagherty, several times Mayor
Maine sincerely mourns with of Ellsworth, for the gubernatorial
mission have been placed at 25,
LISTEN TO WHAT
Massachusetts the loss of a native nomination is well under way a
35 and 50 cents.
who early in life took up residence Hagherty Republican Club with 600
Seats are now selling at Bowin the Bay State—John D. Long. members being recently inaugurat
doin’s Drug Store.
Adv.
Thrice governor of Massachusetts ed in the Doctor’s home city.
he endeared himself to residents Sunday was as busy as any day
SAYS
of the Commonwealth but he is of the season as regards to automo
best known as Secretary of the bile traffic but a preponderance of
REPAIR WORK GETS ,,
Navy during the Spanish War.
the machines were headed west.
OUR BEST ATTENTION
Gentle reminders that the season
It requires a very powerful tele is about to close. Boston & Maine
We do all repair work en
scope to discover anything like a trains west bound are being run in
trusted to us just as well as it’
German war cloud on the horizon sections and coast resorts general
OF
can be done.
at present. At no time, we be ly-are fast losing the busy holiday
Is your boy clothed for school?
lieve, has public sentiment been in appearance. :
We do it as quickly as pos
favor of using harsh measures in
dealing with the fatherland, but Selectmen Bourne and Jones on
sible,
and at the lowest pos
If
not
let
us
clothe
him,
and
we
will
rather a loyalty to the administra Thursday conferred with Manager
sible
cost.
tion, happen what might, has been McCray and Supt./ Hanscom
please him and please your pocket
We wish to tell you that
evinced. However, increased arm of the Atlantic Shore Railway in
we have every necessary fa
aments and greater preparedness regard to the repairing of the
book too.
cility for undertaking and.
is necessary to maintain our neu abutment at the southwest end of
the Mousam .river bridge/ The
trality.
for
perfecting any sort of a
contention of the town is that a
job
from fixing a pin or a
Killing frosts have heavily dam-1 weakness in the abutment comes
brooch
to repairing the most
aged crops in various sections of the directly under the tracks of the
delicately
adjusted time
country within the past few days, company and that- the railway
pieces.
should
remedy
the
edndiion.
No
localities rated as being consider
In Blacks, Dark Tan Modes,
Clothing, Hats, Gaps and Elite Shoes
ably warmer than this section of satisfactory arrangement was
We want whatever YOU
reached
at
the
conference.
Maine sustaining losses that run
may
have in this line.
Grays, Sand, Caster and all
well into six figures. The superi Large sharks have made their
ority of our climate for recreation appearance,on the North Atlantic
the newest things in the line Even the smallest jobs get
and commercial purposes is empha oast and within a week three speci
our best attention.
tically expressed from time to time mens have been captured in York
as
they
come
out
in
Cotton,
and we are spared dainage and de and Cumberland County waters.
vastation suffered by less fortu Ross Googins, a Prouts Neck fish
Lisle Thread and Silk at
erman, on Saturday afternoon sub
nate localities.
The Jeweler
dued with an oar a monster which
tipped
the
scales
at
400
pounds.
All Schools in Wells will open
253 Main St. BIDDEFORD
The fish had become entangled in
September, 7
one of his nets liberating about $40
_
THE JEWELER
The Faculty of the Wells High worth of butterfish and destroying
ClX VAcipjJ ». KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.
the
net.
The
other
specimens
School is to be increased this year
by the addition of a special agri were taken at Biddeford Pool and
VETERINARY SURGEON
cultural teacher. He will have Old Orchard.
and PHYSICIAN
Remember this is one of the
charge of the classroom and lab The second annual reunion of
the
Bennett
family,
held
at
Cape
Graduate of Ü. of Penn. State
oratory work in this department,
best Stockings on the marand will extend the work as far Porpoise last Saturday, was large
Veterinary Deputy.
and as rapidly as possible. Last ly attended by members and guests
Phone 106
SANFORD. ME
Young women going to
ket.
year’s teaching force has been re a delightful day being enjoyed.
Boston
to
work
or
study,
tained. Mr. Blynn E. Davis, of The following officers were elect
any lady going to Boston for
pleasure or on a shopping
Bates College, will continue as ed: Roger Bennett, Portland, pres
BUY YOUR HAIR GOODS
trip without male escort will
Principal, teaching the mathematics ident; William O. Emery,'Sanford,
find the
vice-president;
Harold
E.
Bennett.
—----OF----and science; Miss Georgia T. Ham
Franklin Square
ilton, of Bates College, will have Sanford, secretary; Christopher
Call in and we will show
House
the Latin and French; Miss Edith Cram, Sanford, treasurer; Mrs.
them to you at the
Adams, also of Bates will have the M. F. Moulton, Sanford, historian.
a delightful place to »top. A
518 Congress St.
Portland
Home-Hotel In the heart of
English and history; Mr. Clement The former directors and commit
Boaton exclusively for wo
Made from FIST QUALITY Hair only
tee
members
were
reelected.
The
men. 630 rooms, safe, com
A. Lyon of the University of Maine
We do not use any Chinese Hair in this
fortable convenient of access,
meeting next year will be held at '■
store.
will have ¿the agriculture.
prices reasonable. For par
ticulars and prices address
We will send goods on approval to
This increase in the teaching Old Falls.
responsible people. We make every
force makes it possible to have The new Maine Register for the
Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt, lì E. Newton St, Boston, Mass.
conceivable kind of hair piece, in all
practically one session, with a coming year has just been received
shades of hair.
KENNEBUNK
We also make switches from your
schedule of only six periods. at our office: This book,.starting
wn combings, that are made right and
Wells High School is one of the as a small manual of 370 pages in
a pleasure for von to wear for
$2.50
very few schools of its size in the 1870, has grown in size and merit
VIOLET DULCE
State to offer courses in Agri/ul- with each succeeding year, until
CLARINET
PIANO
ture under the direction of a spec the present edition gives a book of
Notice Window Display French Method Faelton
System
ial teacher. Unusual opportuni 1070 pagesj, every page filled with
NASON
LEROY
ties are now presented to out-of- information concerning the State
A thoroughly scientific and antiseptic tonic that
----- Teacher of----PRIVATE SALE
town students. The school is on of Maine. Mr. Grenville M. Don- cleanses the hair completely of any particle of dust, dand
Tel.
106-12.
Household
articles
at
my
home
ham
of
Portland
has
coinpiled
the
he “Approved List,” which entitles
it to certificate students to college bobk annually for over forty years ruff or excess oil promoting a healthy condition of the on High Street, will be sold at pri land; Fletcher St., Kennebunk
vate sale. Consisting of beds and
and the edition of today shows the hair and scaly. PRICE 25 CENTS.
without examination.
bedding, crockery, chairs, tables, HOME AND STORE, Boston,
Mr. Lyon is a graduate of the result of his careful work in every
mason tools, etc.
Mass., a dollar monthly, now
four year’s course in Agriculture page. It is a book which no man
Mrs. Harlow Perkins.
only 10 cents year; agents want
and comes to Well’s with excel doing business in Maine can afford
3t Adv. P
ed.
12w38
to be without.
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School Commences
Sept. 13th
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Bargains in Watches and Clocks
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ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
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OGUNQUIT’S SUMMER SEASON
WHIRL OF SOCIAL ACTIVITY
-VILLAGE STUDIO FEATURE

rALL
APB

AFTERTHOUGHTS
Concerning the Dance Drama Giv
en in the Village Studio

Season

Surely the “Village Studio” is a
village blessing. It makes for cul
ture in art and a warmer appreci
ation of what is tasteful, and of
beauty and charm. “Friday the
Thirteeth” has a gruesome sound
to'the superstitious but that did
not prevent a full house gathering,
to witness the Dance Drama, so
originally arranged by Mrs. E. R.
Hoyt.
Again “this is not a report.” It
is merely an excuse for saying the
above words of appreciation of the
artistic' and civic spirit which has
given, a beautiful idea form and
permanence in The Village Studio.
As for the Dance' Drama, it, is

1915

W. Kendal!
58 Main Street
omplcte line ever shotj

hingings and decorations
rolls newest

designsji®

All prices from jcup

d.

paper

line made II

ICA.

Window shades

in tains,

scorns her wifely robes and casts
them and her ring of bondage from
her. Again she is a wood sprite,
the companion of all wild things of
Nature. She is resolved upon
flight, but is intercepted by that in
surmountable barrier to escape,
the Cradle. Instantly the Wood
Nymph is submerged in the Moth
er. She holds the little one close
and closer to her breast, as she
sings to it a silent lullaby of
Peace and Happiness.
And here is where the curtain
falls.
F. A. W.

Improvement Association, it is fit
ting to recall the words that bore
upon this theme—the plea for a
more beautiful Ogunquit. To ac
complish results the first step is
to awaken in ourselves a love of
whatever is beautiful in nature.
This is not a simple task. Each of
,us should consider himself of her
self “a caretaker of the charm of
the earth.” Then every spot
about Ogunquit would feel this
protection. - Every opportunity
to help nature to beautify our lit
tle bit of the earth’s surface, would
be made the most of. All about
our homes and our shops would
AFTERMATH OF MR. BANGS’ be. made neat and tasteful places,
LECTURE
and our best reward would be in
-—;—
the giowth within of appreciation
THIS is by no means a “report”, of outward charm. We would
It seeks only to record some of the not only have eyes to see, but
thoughts and impressions aroused ; wyould see beauty that had before
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fair to suppóse that Maeterlinck
would not recognize his offspring
òr would hand his. laurel to Mrs.
Hoyt for her daring infringements
on his copyright! The hovel intro
duction of entirely original and
surprising stage properties af
forded, constant surprise and some
bewilderment, with not.- a little
amusement. .The moated grange
was a perfect protection to the
turreted castle, and' the ease with
.which the moat was transformed
into a pleasing example of orient
alism, was enough to challenge
the magic touch of a Blondin or a
Houdini. So it was with the hang
ing of the moon, the courageous
introduction of the wild beasts of
jU/hgleland, the soldierly sounding
of the gong, unflinchingly per
formed by warriors evidently
fresh from the Court of King Ar
thur ; the building of the fire, and
at last the domestic daring of the
Cradle—all interspersed with ver
bal explanatory notes by Mrs.
Hoyt, with an occasional lapse in
to laughter at her own absurdities.
"And at the close, Mr. Hoyt’s fit
ting poem as a finishing touch. /
Reference has thus far been
made only to stage properties and
peculiarities, with their startling
innovations and untrameled ven
turing into the land of the impos
sible and unexpected. This has
been intentional. The purpose
has been to refer separately to the
grace and charm of Melisande as
interpreted by Mrs. Randall Hoyt.
From the Dance of Curiosity and
Innocence, on and on to the Dance
of Peace and Happiness/ every
presentation was simple and sin
cere.- There seemed no pretence.
To -Melisande all. was reality. No
measure of . absurdity in the stage
environment swerved the dancer
from this sincere picturing of the
emotions of the wood nymph’s na
ture as expressed in her interpre
tative dances. She suggested
while she rivalled the Dance of
the Hours in La Gioconda, sym
bolizing the changing hours of day
and night, light and darkness,
knowledge and ignorance, until at
last Love comes.
. . There is an appealing and com
pelling song in the evening hour.»
The lattice swings open.and Meli
sande “is discovered” bearing a
lighted taper. She listens with
rapt emotion to thè beautiful, re
vealing voice, and her heart goes
with the flowers she throws from
her window.
Later comes the Dance of Rebel
lion against Domestic Life. She

by a most interesting and unusual
hour passed on Monday evening in
the charming Hoyt Studio.
Surely the speaker was at his
best. As one lady remarked, after
the. close of the address,—“It is a
delight to be given such an in
sight into the real Mr. Bangs.”
That verdict stands, it is a de
light to have the jester and the
humorist toss aside the cap and
bells of irrepressible fun and wit,
and disclose the serious, gracious,
brotherhood phases of his inner
self.
Someone said to the beloved
Robert Collyer that he could never
forget a certain sermon of his, and
the minister replied : “That is be
cause I illustrated it with a little
story.” This, is a mission of true
humor,—not tp be merely funny,
but to “point a moral or adorn a
tale?’ To serve as the emphasis
which lodges an idea or thought
in the memory permanently,—and
Mr. Bangs is a master at this rare
art. - . ■ .
.
As the evening was intended to
strengthen the pulse of the local

escaped us.
One of the truest and most prac
tical missions of an improvement
association is the cultivating of
this love of beauty in all things,
and the defense of the natural
charm of the world about us.Mr. Bangs quoted a phrase from
old Sheumas made dear to all read
ers of Fiona Macleod: “Every
morning' like this I take off my hat
to the beauty of the world.” Only
let us all feel this thought and we
shall see new beauty everywhere,
“and neither deface or mutilate any
growing thing. We will then take
pff our hat to “the world as God
has made it,” and be glad.
This idea is. a favorite one with
“Ogunguit’s favorate son!” Not
long since, in writing to another
Ogunquit enthusiast, he said: “If
I may paraphrase old Sheumas, I
will say that when I receive such
a letter as yours I ‘-‘take off my hat”
to the courtesy and kindliness of
the world ! And this is directly
in line with his splendid defense,
in his lecture, i of the prevailing
kindliness, courtesy and true

\ In order to. encourage the prisoners of the Vermont
State Prison, where the convicts publish and print a^yery
creditalble monthly Mr. John Kendrick Bangs, of Ogun
quit contributed am inspirational poem which is quoted
hère. One doqs not need to be “found out” and imprisoned
to find in these verses a splendid stimulant to well doing.

BUCK UP, BROTHER!

■ Buck up, Brother! Turn your ¡eye
From the things of days gone by.
Fix your vision on Today,
And the ’morrow on the way.
Past is past, and what hath been
In the realm of joy or sin
Resteth there for good or rue
Spite of all that we can do.

Let that Chapter close, indeed;
Save the lessons we may read
In its teachings—out-of them
' Yet may come our diadem.
Buck upT^rother! Close the book
And toward the future look;
'And Today with purpose true
Let your Soufbe born anew.

Reassert your Manhood fine.
Cry, “Tomorrow—that is mine,
And my days will not be vain
Now that l am born again!”
John Kendrick Bang?.

brotherhood that stir tjie average
American heart as he had met it,
all over our broad land.
Fiona Macleod wrote many a
throbbing plea for the love of
beauty. Pleading with a young
girl on this theme he says: “So,
little one, come in time to love
those things of beauty. .Lay your
child-heart that is made of morn
ing joy and evening longing, to
that mother-heart; and when you
gather years it will be well with
you.. And you, too, when your
time conies, and you in turn pass
on the mystery of life to another,
who will look up from your
breast with eyes of still wonder
and slowly shaping thought,—for
get not to tell that other to lay its
child-heart of morning joy and
evening longing, against a more
ancient and dream-filled heart
than that of any woman,—that,
mother-heart of which I speak tp
you,—The Heart of Beauty.”
F. A. W.

THE TRUTH AT LAST!
Shocking Social Event at Ogunquit-by-the-Sea
BREACH OF PROMISE
Of Marriage Made Public at the
Village Studio

ing masters of the art, and the
frown he sent toward the defend
ant at this juncture must have sent
him into permanent cold storage.
It was an eloquent and convincing
tribute to the sanctity of maiden
ly affections and the prevalent vil
lainy’ of “vain sinful man.” In
closing he very fittingly did not
quote, from an old English ballad,
the following tuneful words:
“Sigh no more, ladies,
Ladies sigh no more.
Men were deceivers ever,
. Men were deceivers ever;
One foot on sea
And one on shore.—
To one thing constant never—”
And as this quaint old song pic
tures the. true state of things as
regard zthis Breach of Promise
Suit, verdict for the full amount
claimed was awarded to the fair
plaintiff amid the cheers of the
crowded court room,
F. A. W.

Startling posters, the work of a
local artist, appeared in various
parts of the village of Ogunquit,
announcing that all thie harrowing
particulars of a society scandal
were, to be aired in court,
before Justice Hoyt, at the popular
Village Studio on the evening of
the 17th of August last. This an
nouncement drew a crowd of eager
citizens and summer visitors to the
scene, and more than a hundred,
with dollar bills in their hands,
were turned away because of the
over-crowded state of the court
room, and the Village Improve
ment Association deprived of just
so much aid and comfort.
A DELIGHTFUL
. THE VILLAGE STUDIO
It is well known that the plain
MUSICAL -EVENT
The new Village Studio at Ogun tiff in the thrilling heart-to-heart
drama was Miss Florence Talquit was opened this season.
Song Recital, by ¿./Sydney Lloyd
. The building is simple and'artis* fourd, who demanded substantial
Wrightson at The Village
heart-balm from th edefendant,
tic and resembles a Swiss Chalet
• Studio
Mr.
Lucius
Williams
of.
Colonial
in design The Hall will seat
THE
MOST
pleasurable musical
ancestry. It is deemed no breach
about 300 people and the stage is
of confidence to give these names event of the season was given in
admirably arranged for theatric openly here, as they appeared in the attractive Village Studio, so
als. , The acoustic properties are
bold type on the posters referred generously provided, by Mr. .and
perfect for music and the lighting
.to above. The prosecuting attor Mrs.« E. R, Hoyt, on the evening of
especially arranged for exhibition
August 31st, by Mr. Sydney Lloyd
of pictures. A Mason & Hamlin ney was named bn these posters as Wrightson, baritone, with Mrs.
I Cann Beatum,. and the name
grande piano , is among the stage
seems: to have been ominous for Jewell Downs as accompanist. .
furnishings. The hall is used
Though at the close of the sea
the defendant, whose counsel, Mr.
mornings of each week-day by Mr. John Kendrick Bangs, put up a son, the studio held an excellent
Wrightsoh for instruction in vocal splendid fight against serious and appreciative audience. The
music and by his accompanist odds.
programme was so interesting to
Mrs. Downs of Washington for pi
alt lovers of vocal music that it
ano instruction. ,On Wednesday As a witness Miss Talfpurd was may well be given here:
of each week Mr.. Anderson will most appealing. Her dress and When all the: World was Fair in
give lessons in dancing for which address were alike fetching. Her
May
< '
. Schumann
the fine maple floor is admirably musical voice throbbed with emo Wheh E’er My Tears are Flowing
tion
in
the
right
places,
and
the
adapted.
Schumann
This building erected in the defendant was visibly embar All' Grief and Sorrow Buried Lies
rassed
as
her
.fluent
testimony
Hoyt pasture by Mr. and Mrs. E.
-¿Schumann
R. Hoyt has been a centre for en floated across a hushed court Poets Love
Schumann
tertainments and exhibitions room, winning instant sympathy.
Miss Edna Shorey’s evidence al Longing
which have been of undoubted
Richard Strauss
benefit to the community at large. so told heavily against thé defen Inter Nos
MacFadyen
The hearty thanks of all is due dant who was already looked up Faith in Spring
Schubert
this energetic, and open-handed on by many as a gay deceiver., Invictus (byrequest)
Huhn
couplé for their efforts tending «to Miss Shorey, in silvery tones that
rang true, testified that the defen Mon Desir
the general uplift of Ogunquit.
. .Nevin
One of the most successful and dant had offered himself to her oc When the Roses Blbom (by re
well-received artists to appear at casionally and that she always’ quest)
Reichardt
.the Village Studio is Miss Marie accepted him, that being her habit Woo Thou Thy Snowflake
Wainwright whose delightful con in. all such cases. She spoke of
Sullivan
cert last Friday evening was given having received a ring costing, I had a Flower
Novelli
for the benefit of the Marginal according to the imaginative de The, Prologue (Pagliacci)
fendant, three thousand dollars,
Way.
Leoncavallo
Dr. Wedderspoon was (inimiti- but which she had had appraised
Every number was cordially re
able in his reading' “Under the subsequently at thirty cents. This ceived. It would be difficult to
Bonnie Brier Bush” and the sin testimony, given with a directness say which of Mr. , Wrightson’s
cere wish of all who .heard it was and simplicity which carried con songs gave the greatest pleasure,
viction, scored pointedly against as the whole evening was one of
that he might “come again.”
The illustrated lectures by E. the accused.
continued success, Mr. Wright
H, Wuerpel, Director of the St. Miss Shorey retired from zthe son was at his best. His range of
Louis Museum of Fine Arts, on stand, receiving applause which voice is remarkable and his method
“Whistler Às I Knew Him” and his Honor, Justice Hoyt, made no beyond praise.
“Modern Àrt” cannot be overlook attempt to silence; She was- fol In most concerts where famed
ed both being thoroughly interest lowed by Miss Katherine Smith, singers appear, very much depends
who confirmed the evidence of upon the reliance the singer has in
ing and enjoyable.
Mi^s Shorey in a most appealing .the accompanist. He cannot lose
As in past . seasons . Sparhawk manner. She declared, in emotion- himself in his interpretation.of his
Hall has been the centre of many al tones that betrayed a suffering art, if unsure of the intelligence,
social activities- their Sunday eve heart, that the accused had made sympathy and skill of whoever is
ning concerts being of an especial passionate love to her and thereby “at the piano.” And here Mr.
won her virgin affections.. The. Wrightson was more than fortun
ly high order.
defendant was evidently a whole ate. Mrs. Downs played with a
The Cliff Club will entertain sale winner. Miss . Smith’s testi [sure touch, full of responsive sym
on Thursday for the benefit of the mony thrilled the court room, and pathy, and so added.greatly to the
Golf course All day putting on Justice Hoyt pressed his handker complete success of a very beauti
the green and various games will chief to his eyes, While the con ful Song Recital.
exchanged
be enjoyed.- No admission feé is flicting attorneys
F. A. W.
winks. It was. a thrilling moment,
to be asked.
SEPTEMBER
and applausive approval followed
the witness as she left the stand.
PROMINENT PEOPLE
It is not well to attempt further The Hills are everywhere ablaze
AT OGUNQUIT
reference to the witnesses pro and With promises of Autumn days,
Among the noted people to visit con. Space forbids. All the wit
the hotels, or cottages at this place nesses, especially Dr. Randall And first, the ‘sumach leaves will
fly
this seasôn are: President Slocum Hoyt, Rev. E. T. Ware and Artist
ofColorado University; Dana Bur Ray P. Hanscom acquitted them Their scarlet signals toward the
the sky.
nett, poet and author; Miss Ben selves ably and with faint sugges
nett of the; Riverbank School for tions of truthfulness. They earn
Frail maple tips blush red and
Girls; William DeWitt Hyde, pres ed every cent they got.
ident. Bowdoin College ; Dr. Kel The final pleas, of the opposing ' gold,
logg of “Toasted Corn Flakes” re counsel were masterful and elo While the young oaks, in dress less
bold,
nown; Nathaniel Wilson,. Secre quent. Hon«, J Cann Bèatum was
tary of'State during Cleveland’s at times overcome by his feelings.
administration ; May Alden Ward ; It was one of the greatest pleas Are found in intervale and glades
J D. Brenner, designer of the Lin ever heard in Ogunquit and Jus Wearing browns of varying shades
coln penny; Sydney Lloyd Wright- tice Hoyt was visibly impressed.
son, teacher of music in Washing The défendant was wise in resting But with its plumes of sunlight
gay
ton^. C. ; Mr and Mrs.- E. R. Hoyt;. his case in such safe and experien
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Whiting of ced hands as those of Attorney One flower claims the right of way,
Bangs. He played on the harp of
Framingham, Mass.
an thousand strings, in his well- And by its splendor queens the
wood
On a recent Sunday in a church known solemnity of vocabulary,
¿'not far from here a farmer very and at his close there was hardly To prove that beauty’s reign is
good,—
eloquently supplicated the Lord to a dry tear in the court room.
Thé chargé of Justice Hoyt was
help the needy and poor in the
community. The next day at home $3.48 cash. His words made a For Nature loves the graceful nod
his little son remarked: “Pa, if I deep impression on the defend That rules as with a Golden-rod!
—Frederic A. Whiting
had as much wheat and corn in ant’s bankaccount. The Justice
the barn as you have I’d help the , spoke with profound, feeling of the
Ogunquit now vies in populari
poor myself and not bother the underlying, villainy that ^actuates
wholesale lové making by beguiling ty with any Maine'summer resort.
Lord about it.”*
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the bat.
Towne was credited na Clough; piano solo, Miss Mar SACO ROAD AND VICINITY
with eighte ¡stolen bases.
guerite Benson; piano solo, Miss.
The seriesW games between the Beatrice Clough; piano duet, Miss We were pleased to meet our
Kenncbunks and the Kennebunk es Edith and Esther Baker; read editor Saturday afternoon at the
ports will begin with a game at ing, Alton H. Benson. Ice cream meeting at the Parker House Hall.
Kennebunk on Saturday after and cake was then served, after We extend to Mr. aqd Mrs. Der
noon. On Labor Day morning the which games were played until ry Dow congratulations on the
August races—First, Miss Walk
REGIMENTAL REUNION.
ADDRESS ON LABRADOR
clubs will meet again there, and in the hour of adjournment. The. birth bf à son, Aug. 19th.
er ; second, Miss Trotter.
the afternoon the final game will gathering was a very pleasant one
D. W., the mail man, thinks he
Season’s races—First,* Miss Bet The 33d annual reunion of the
At the Sunday evening service
take place at the playgrounds in
has the best patrons on his route,
Twenty-seventh Maine regiment Lower Village, For a long time to. all present.
in the Methodist church there was ty Walker; second, MacMaster.
a large congregation present de The series has awakened consid was held at the Farmers’ Clqb hall there has been a strong desire to A meeting of those interested in who are constantly remembering
spite the threatening weather con erable interest, and was a success last Friday. The day, a trifle cool haye a contest between these two the winter’s entertainment course him with good things—apples,
ditions. After an introductory in every way. The sailing has de in thè early morning, was on the clubs. Each of them is of the was held in the parlor of the Con plums, dbughnuts and the like.
service, in which the pastor was veloped much skill in handling the whole very propitious for the' opinion that it can “do things” tpf[ gregational church on Tuesday He appreciates all these kindness
assisted by Rev. Thomas Cain of somewhat uncertain crafts. The gathering, and there, was a good the other. The “fans” are boosting evening. A permanent organiza es very; mu eh.
the Baptist church, and during boats are flat-bottomed, with a attendance of the veterans. Some their respective favorites. t A live tion was formed under the name
The new time on the A. S. R. R.
of the Kennebunkport Citizens’ laid off many men when it went
which the young people's choir centerboard, and they are. covered familiar faces were missed from
rendered in a delightful manner on the top. A triangular sail fur the company as it assembled, the ly time is anticipated. Anyone Entertainment Bureau, whose ob into effeét.
who wants to see the game played ject- is to provide popular enter
an appropriate selection; Mrs. A. nishes the power, All boats are secretary reporting that 14 of
for all it is worth cannot afford to: tainments for the community. The Earl Merrill of Lyman, who has
W. Wakefield of Montreal, Can., [ built of the same dimensions and those who enlisted when the regi
miss
this series.
following were chosen as officers: been boarding at D. W. Hadlock’s,
was introduced. Mrs. Wakefield sai|s are of the same size and ment wàs organized had answered
has returned to his home. R. ‘ L.
The
Mothers
’
Club
of
the
Lower
President—Thomas P. JJaker.
is the wife of a. physician who is make. The -limit of expense fhr their last call on earth. Many of
Rôss has gone for a short time to
now with the Canadian contingent the outfit was set at $18.
those remaining are seemingly in Village held a very successful sale Vice President—-Mrs. William Ogunquit to work, Alden Baker to
on the European battlefield. With
a vigorous condition and good for at the Bijou last week,
M. Rounds.
Sanford.
DROWNING ACCIDENT
Mrs. Goss who' has been at the
her husband she has been associ
many more reunions.
Secretary^—Alexander Burr.
Mrs. Frank Mitchell has had new
ated with Dr. W« T. Grenfell in
Th’e following were elected offi hospital at York, is progressing Treasurer—John M. Chambers. two-light windows put into het
the remarkable work of the Labra The first fatality for many years cers of the Association for the en finely and is expected to be at
Executive Committee—The Vice. house, which are a great improve
home shortly.
dor mission for five years, and has occurred at the bathing beach last suing year:
President,
Secretary and Treasur- ment.
only recently returned from that Thursday afternoon." Miss Anna
Presidente—Thacher W. Burn Ar. L. Tuttle of South Berwick
R. L. Ross visited his parents at
er.
.
remote region. Her story was a Johnson of Englewood, N. J., who ham, South Parsonsfield.
was in the village on Monday on
very interesting one from begin is a, maid in the family of a sum Vide Presidents—George H. business and took advantage of his Chairman Publicity Committee Biddeford a short time Sunday.
The soldiers’ reunion at the Far
ning to end. She first spoke of the mer, visitor, while in bathing with Libbey, West Buxton, Reuben Den presence here by calling on old- —John M. Chambers.
long coast line of Labrador, made several other young ladies, was nett.
Chairman Local Entertainment mer’s Club Hall Aug. 27, was much'
time friends.
enjoyed. A fine dinner was
much longer by the numerous in swept beyond her depth. Her Secretary-Treasurer — W. S.
Frank A. McKenney, who has Committee—Charles Chase.
dentations. The climate is in calls for help attracted thé atten Hasty, Portland.
been passing the winter in Boston, J The chairmen of the Publicity served by the ladies of the North
hospitable, the summer season tion of persons on the beach, and
Executive Committee — Wood is with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ahd the Local Entertainment Com CongregationaL church and in
lasting only a brief period. Trav among those who went to her as bury Smith, South Berwick; L. W. Anthony McKenney, for a vaca mittees were empowered to select the afternoon all enjoyed thé pro
el in the summer is mainly on foot sistance were Walter J. Beck, Fairfield, Dorchester, Mass. ; L. H. tion.
the other members of their com gram. The hall and stage were
very tastefully decorated with
and by boat. The mailboats are whose mother conducts a summer Garvin, Springvale.
' Miss Muriel Chick is passing the mittees.
American .flags and flowers by
supposed to visit. certain ports I boarding-house here, and Mr. Spit The list of members deceased week with relatives in Portland.
It was decided to have the
every fortnight when navigation zer, who is a guest at the Forest during the past year is as follows :
The Tuskegee Institute singers course consist of jfiye entertain Mrs. Joseph H. Benson, which
is open, but they are often from Hill house. They had been in the Company A—Fred W. Libby, Chas. will give an entertainment inthe ments, one to be given in each- called forth many compliments oh
one to two weeks late. In the win water, but had not resumed their W. Fenderson, Charles W. Wilson ; ¡South Congregational church next month, beginning with December. Mrs. Benson’s taste. Thé speakJ
ing and njusic was much,enjoyed,
ter journeying is by dog-sledge, street clothing. They immediate Co. B—William D. Thompson, Lu Wednesday evening, Sept. 8th.
.The Executive Committee was in
drawn by the native “huskies,” py ly went to» the assistance of Miss ther Mason; Co. C—James H. Rev.-Thomas Caip and a party of structed to Secure a special lec A large company was present.
Esquimo dogs, which are part wolf Johnson. Mr. Beck reached her Gould; Co. D—N. M. Hurd; Co. boys are at a camp at Kennebunk turer for one of the evenings, in Although we missed many familiar^
and show from tiipe to time the first and exerted himself greatly E—Alonzo Hubbard ; Co. ■ F— Pond, where they will remain into addition to the attractions men faces, among them was Charles’
Mr. Spitzer also Charles H. Blood, N. M. Milliken; next week.
Mitchèlk of Portland, who has al
wild strain. Ice freezes along to save her.
tioned in last week’s Enterprise.
the shore ten or more feeteip depth, reached the young lady. Together Co. H—W. H. H. Ayer, George
Mrs. Laura Brooks Seems to be Some time during October a can ways been present on thèse occad
sions, but could not be present on
but does not always furnish they strove to bring her to land. Lord ; Co. I—Erastus Moplton, P. failing gradually» .
vass of the village will be made to
smooth traveling, high hummocks They were both overtaxed, as the R. Tripp, Charles H. Welch.'
A postponed meeting of the local secure subscribers to course tick account of business. This day is
frequently being found. The in young .woman continued to strug At noon a fine dinner was served auxiliary, qf the York County ets, which will probably be priced to us who . remember the going
habitants depend almost entirely gle and made it difficult to move in the dining room of the building. Children’s Aid Society will be held at $1 each, with children’s tickets away of the boys in blue the best
day of the year.
upon the fisheries, except in the toward the beach. Opportunely It was under the direction of the in the parlor Of the Congregational at a lower rate."
northern ' sections, where many a motor boat under the charge of ladiés of the North Congregational church on Thursday afternoon, at Much interest is being shown
CAPE PORPOISE
fur-bearing animals are found. Mr. Mosser of Kennebunk Beach church, and was pronounced ex 2.30.
in the endeavor to provide in this
When the fisheries fail, which may came by and the young lady and cellent by the large nujnber who A. M. Wells and family left on way a series of valuable and at
happen from a number of different Mr. Spitzer were taken into the partook of it.
Wednesday for an auto trip to the the saine time enjoyable entertain Mrs. Samuel Gidley of Waltham,
causes, the people are left almost5 boat and carried ashore, where The afternoon public exercises mountains, intending to return ments. It is encouraging to those Mass., with her little grandson, is
visiting her brother, Frank G.
without resources and there is they received the attention they began at 2 o’clock. The hall was after Labor Day.
who projected the movement to Littlefield.
needed,
for
both
were
utterly
ex

much suffering from lack of neces
filled with the families andfriends The Carter Lunch Room has been learn that their efforts are so well
Christopher C. Perkins of this
sities. The effort of the Grenfell hausted by the ordeal through of the veterans, and citizens from closed.
appreciated^ No financial profit
mission is to Carry to them medical which they had passed. No one nearby villages.
Last Wednesday evening Judge is sought by any one. The hope place has started a fish market at
and economical and social help, as seems to have missed Mr. Beck for Several items of. business were Bourne placed a fine of $5 and the is, however, that the income from Smith’s Comer, Biddeford, y
well as spiritual uplift. Five hos some time, and then his ‘sister, taken up at the commencement of costs upon a local young man for the sale of tickets will meet all
Mrs. Charles O’Neil of Glou
pitals have been established at' with whom he had been walking the meeting.
speeding on a new motor cycle. the expenses of the course, which cester is the guest at the home of
convenient places along the coast, when the first alarm was heard, A vote of thanks was passed to The evidence showed that he was are necessarily, considerable.
John T. Wakefield.
while physicians make infrequent began to inquire where her brother the janitor" of the hall for his traveling much beyond the raté
Master Clyfle Cluff is spending
trips to remoter .sections. Every was. It is supposed that he sank room for the gathering and his 'thé law allows as he passed out
a week with friends in Lawrence,
convenience of modern life is sad immediately after Miss Johnson valued assistance in preparing the Ocean avenue. Thé Judge remit J. C. Rockwell’s Sunny South Go. Mass.
ly needed, and for the supplying of was taken into the boat. Efforts courteous, attention to the wants ted the fine.
Miss Lillian Huff recently took
which the people are deeply grate were made promptly to recover the of the Association members
The laws of Maine are quite lib J. C. Rockwell’s Sunny South a trip; to Massachusetts returning
ful. They are descendants mainly body, but were hot successful until
The ladies of the Congregation eral in time allowances to visiting company, which is announced to by auto from that state.
of English, Irish and Scotch set about 7.30 in the evening. Word al church were also given a very automobile owners, allowing them appear in the Town Hall, Kenne A. J. Leach of Lawrence, Mass.,
tlers, and they are much attached was sent to Medical Examiner hearty vote of thanks for the din to remain in the State thirty days bunk, Friday evening, September 3. is spending a vacation here;
to the land of their birth. Mrs. Trainor of Biddeford, and he was ner provided by them.
without requiring a Maine permit. is a colored organization that ap Mrs. Lucy Bell of Englewood,
Wakefield’s address was listened requested to bring the pulmotor It was voted to hold the next an Thé laws of neighboring States peared here about two years ago N. J., has closed her cottage here.
to with the closest attention and at with him, though there was little nual reunion at the Farmers’ Club permit only a ten-days stay with and at that time, it gave unbounded ‘Mr. Henry B. Dennett of Ken
its close a liberal collection was hope of reviving the victim of the hall, and the date was fixed at Au out registration. Notwithstanding satisfaction, in fact it was gener nebunkport had charge of the
taken for the benefit of the accident, he having been so long in gust 26th, the 27th falling on Sun this liberality, occasiônally par ally conceded to be one of the most prayer meeting Sunday evning. i
work. When v tlje congregation the water. A record run was made day.
ties -are found who, making a pleasing performances evér placed Mrs. Dexter Hutchins and child
was dismissed, not a few remained by the Examiner from Biddeford The program was then carried out lengthy stop, try to evade the pay on the local stage. Mr. Rockwell ren and Miss Madeline Thompson
to meet Mrs. Wakefield and seek and the pulmotor was- faithfully as follqws :
ment of the fee. Wjth the hùmer- doesnot believe in putting the great have; been spending a week in
more information on the land and used for an hour and a half, two Selections
Ladies’ Orchestra ous foreign machines coming into er part of his salary allotment into Wells.
tanks of oxygen being consumed in Introductory Remarks
its people.
Miss Sadie Green of North Kenthé state and with the constant one or two acts and allowing the
Mrs. Wakefield has been spending the attempt. It met with' no suc
'Capt. Warren, ex-president shifting of them, it is hot always balance of the performance to suf hebunkport is visiting Mrs. J.
J
a short vacation at the Sagamore cess.
Address
Rev. Thomas P. Baker easy for officers of the law to see fer through the employment of Frank Seavey.^
Hotel, where she has been with The body was removed to the Sohx^
Miss Elizabeth Merrill that its provisions are kept. Some cheaper ones, which always dis . Mrs. John Parker of Cuba, with
her father, Mr. Younger, and her undertaking parlors of G. A. Aus Address
Rev. D. M. Wilson times persons who know the state gust the experienced patron, but he her young sori, John, who have
sisters and a brother. The party tin, where it was prepared for in Selection
Orchestra utes on this point and are planning has found that the expenditure of been spending the summer at the
terment. The funeral services Address Rev. Mr. Ridlon, Portland to remain here over the permitted money for the purpose of making home of her father, Payson • T.
return to Canada this week.
took place at the Congregational Solo
Miss Merrill périqd “take a chance” on “getting each act and detail comjplete pays Huff, left for Cuba this week.
church on Saturday afternoon at Historical Remarks
SAND PEEP YACHT CLUB
by” without securing the needed twice over in the box office'receipts. Elisha Nunan of Boston with his
3 o’clock, Rev. John M. Chambers
Liéut. E. C. Duncan, Kittery license. Once in a while, however, This explains why the perform two daughters and Mr. ¿nd Mrs.
The season’s races under the ¡being in charge. The remains
there is a slip-up on the scheme. ances given by this company are Walter Pierce of Haverhill, Mass.,
auspices of the Sand Peep Yacht* were taken to New York city, Rev. and Mrs. I. A. Bean of Lew Last week one sumiqer visitor was always up-to-the-minute and sends are visiting their/ffather, Arthur
Club were completed last Satur where interment was in the family iston were at the Nonantuin hotel halefl before Judge Bourne and the audience home feeling satisfied W. Nunan.
day« Two races were sailed on plot.
¡several days last week. Mr. Bean was compelled to procure licenses that they have had full value for Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W.
Thursday. The result of the sev Mr. Beck was 22 years old and was formerly pastor of the Metho for his two machines and at the their money. It is one long laugh Sprague and children of Somer-1
was generally liked. He' leaves dist church of this village and he same time -wàs handed out costs from start to finish and it abounds yille; Mass. ,are guests at the home
enth race was as follows:
First—Hop o’ My Thumb, Miss a mother and five sisters.
and Mrs. Bean won for themselves rising $15 by way of remem in such; amusing situations and of Albert G. Hutchins.
Miss Johnson is‘only slowly re a large place in the affections of brance. It may come to pass that mirth provoking complications that
Walker.
covering her strength.
Second—Skid, MacColl.
the parishioners. They are ' en the state will have'to insist that the audience smiles, giggles and KENNEBUNK LOWER VILLAGE
Third—Blueberry Pie, Miss. The event has saddened the; joying a well-earned vacation by all machines entering be compell laughs all the way through. Theré
¡whole community. It seems dodbly an extended automobile trip.
Trotter.
ed to procure a permit for 30 days’ js every ingredient, of gayety and Mrs. Eliza Gooch is somewhat
The result of the eighth race: deplorable that one who nobly At a meeting of the Baptist use of the roads of the Common melody and the Olio is composed better at this writing.
First—Blueberry Pie, Miss ¡went to the fescue of a,bather in church last Thursday evening wealth at a merely nominal cost, of a strong array of vaudeville tal Clyde Rand is enjoying a few
peril should forfeit his own life in the acceptance of the resignation which, upon a longer stay, must ent. equalled by few and surpassed days camping with a party.
Trotter.
the attempt. Mr. Beck is given of Rev. Thomas Cain as pastor of be exchanged for a regulation per by none. There is plenty of music Stanley H. Peirce spent Wednes
Second—Aw-Go-Wan, Garvin.
Third—Hop o’ My Thumb, Miss much credit for his devotion. It the church was reconsidered. It mit.
of the whistling kind, catchy songs day With Prof. Ward at River
is believed that his death was diie was then declined to receive it,
Walker.
well sung, tuneful selections well View Farm.
The ninth race was sailed on to the failure of his heart to main and he was invited to remain an On Tuesday evening an informal rendered and dancing that is en- Mrs. E? A. Goodwin is getting
Saturday, and resulted as follows: tain its action under the strain up other year. Mr. Cain has noteyet reception was given to some of the tiçing. There are no slow spots along as well as can be expected^
First—Hoi> o’ My Thumb, Miss on it by the strenuous efforts he signified his intentions on the pro- young people who have been and during the entire performance The fever has subsided.
put forth. More credit his that, positipn.
Walker.
spending the summer in the vil there is not a line, an action nor an
Second—Blueberry Pie, Miss mowing this physical weakness, The baseball game between the lage. It was tendered by the young insinuation to which exception can The real climax of the baseball*
he nevertheless did not hesitate to Kennebunkports and the Limer people of the Methodist church be taken.
season is reached Saturday when
Trotter.
throw himself heartily int<5 the en icks, which was played at the home and-was held in the church vestry. The organization is accompanied the K. A. A. and Kennebunkport:
Third—Aw-Go-Wan, Garvin.
Fourth—Yellow Peril, McMas deavor to save an imperilled life. grounds of the latter club last Sat After the guests of the evening by a solo concept band and a sd- aggregations meet on the play
urday afternoon, was won by the had beep made welcome, the fob perb orchestra. The band will ground. A seconij game will be
ter.
Mips Lillian Randall of the Un Kennebunkports by a score of 11 lowing program ; was rendered: head the Kodntown parade, taking played on Monday forenoon and in
Fifth—Skid, MacColl.
At noon the cups were presented iversity of Maine gave a very in to 4.- The contest was marked by Piano solo, Miss Esther Baker; place, at noon.
the afternoon the series will be
to the winners by the donor, Ralph teresting address in the Baptist much hard-hitting and fine field vocal solo, Miss Beatrice CloUgh;
The prices of admission have concluded on the Lower Village^
O. Durrell. They were as follows: church on Tuesday afternoon. ing. George Perkins pitched for piano duet, Miss Elizabeth and been placed at 25, 35 and 50 cents. playground. Interest is at, fever,
J uly~^ races—First, McMaster; Her topic ' was, “Efficiency in the the Kennebunkports and Madonna Walter F. Day; piano solo, Miss Seats are now selling a,t Bow- heat and a large outpouring’ofj
Kitchen.”
second, Williams.
¡put up an excellent game behind Edith Baker; vocal solo, Miss Ed doin’s Drug Store.
Adv. fans is looked for.
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